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Abstract 

 

This study focuses on the syntax and semantics of simple and periphrastic future forms in 

Polish. There are three central aspects of the proposed analysis. First, it is argued that both in 

simple and periphrastic future constructions, it is a combination of present tense and 

perfective aspect which is responsible for the expression of future time reference. Second, the 

study presents an account of some new semantic contrasts between simple and periphrastic 

future forms. Finally, this paper contains a preliminary comparative analysis of periphrastic 

be-future forms in Polish and Slovenian. 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

It is traditionally assumed that in Polish there are two future forms: (i) a simple future form 

expressed by means of a perfective form of a present tense verb (cf. (1a)) and (ii) a 

periphrastic future form which is expressed by using the be-auxiliary będzie and the so-called 

l-participle (or infinitive) of an imperfective verb (cf. (1b)). 

(1)  

 a. zje                           “simple future” 

eat.prs.perf.3sg    

( ‘He/she will eat / will have eaten.’)       

 b. będzie   jadł                       / jeść            “periphrastic future” 

be.prs.perf.3sg    eat.prt.impf.sg.m  / eat.inf.impf 

( ‘He/she will eat / will be eating.’) 
 

It has been a standard assumption so far that the two forms cited above are “future tenses”.  

However, the question is: how much “tense” or more specifically how much “future tense” is 

there really in such “future forms”? The main claim of this study is that there is no “future 
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tense form” as such in Polish (and North Slavic in general). Instead, future time reference is 

expressed through aspectual distinctions. The following questions will be addressed: 

 

(i) What is the status of the be-auxiliary będzie in the periphrastic future? 

(ii) What is the status of the l-participle in the periphrastic future? 

(iii) How can the meaning of future reference be derived in “simple” and 

“periphrastic” future constructions?  

(iv) What is the role of aspect in expressing future time reference?  

(v) Are there any differences in the meaning of “simple future” and “periphrastic 

future” and if so, how can they be explained? 

 

1.1. Outline of the article 

 

This article is divided into two parts. First, in sections 2.1 and 2.2 several assumptions 

concerning the formal syntactic and semantic differences between “simple” and 

“periphrastic” future constructions are presented. In the second part, these assumptions are 

put together into a coherent analysis of the syntax and semantics of “simple future” and 

“periphrastic future” forms. More precisely, section 3.1 focuses on the role of perfective 

aspect in deriving future time reference. Section 3.2 discusses the function of będzie in 

deriving future time reference and its interaction with the l-participle (infinitive) in the 

periphrastic future. Section 3.3 explains how perfective aspect and present tense form of the 

main lexical verb interact in expressing future time reference. Section 3.4 accounts for the 

different behaviour of “simple” and “periphrastic” future constructions in the contexts 

discussed in section 2.2. Finally, section 3.5 presents a preliminary analysis of the difference 

between future constructions in Slovenian and Polish.  

 

2. Assumptions on the syntax and semantics of simple and periphrastic future forms in Polish 

 

2.1. Syntactic difference between the “future forms” in Polish 
 

The first assumption made in this study is that both “simple future” and “periphrastic future” 

forms are monoclausal in the sense that they do not contain 2 TPs or 2 CPs (they introduce 

one eventuality). The evidence for this is based on negation facts. In Polish the position of 

sentential negation (understood as event negation) is below TP but above the verbal 

projection (see Błaszczak 2001a, 2001b and the references cited there). Using two diagnostics 

for sentence negation in Polish, the licensing of negative pronouns and the licensing of 

Genitive of Negation (cf. (2)), it can be demonstrated that the lower position of negation in 

(3b) does not represent sentence negation. In this respect, “future construction” in (1b) clearly 

differs from biclausal constructions, such as control (and also (deontic) modal) constructions; 

cf. the contrast between (3) and (4). 

 

(2) a. Przeczyta  gazetę.    / *gazety   / *nic. 

 read.prs.perf.3sg  newspaper.ACC / *newspaper.GEN / *nothing 

 ( ‘He/she will read a newspaper.’)       

 b. Nie  przeczyta  gazety   / niczego  / * gazetę.  

  NEG read.prs.perf.3sg  newspaper.GEN / nothing  / *newspaper.ACC 

  ( ‘He/she will not read a newspaper.’ / ‘He/She will not read anything.’) 
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(3)  a. Nie    będzie   czytał     gazety   / niczego. 

 NEG  be.prs.perf.3sg read.prt.impf.sg.m  newspaper.GEN / nothing 

 ( ‘He/she will not be reading a newspaper /anything.’) 

  b. *Będzie   nie   czytał    gazety   / niczego. 

 be.prs.perf.3sg NEG  read.prt.impf.sg.m  newspaper.GEN / nothing 

(4)  a. Nauczyciel  pozwolił Janowi  nie czytać  żadnej książki. 

 teacher   allowed  John.DAT  NEG   read.inf [no book].GEN 

  ‘The teacher allowed John not to read any book.’ 

 b. Jan  może jutro   nie czytać   żadnej książki. 

 John  can  tomorrow NEG   read.inf  [no book].GEN 

  ‘John is allowed not to read any book tomorrow.’ 

 

Summarizing the above facts, we have a difference between a modal/control verb and będzie 

in terms of negation. Unlike “a modal or control verb” the complement of będzie cannot be 

preceded by negation (so if negation occurs above vP), the complement of będzie is 

something smaller than vP. This in turn means that the complement of będzie is smaller than 

the complement of a modal or a control verb. Whether this means that “będzie + VP” is 

monoclausal while a modal/control verb + complement are biclausal is an open issue (see 

Wurmbrandt 2001 for a general discussion).
2
 For the time being it does not matter whether 

będzie is part of VP or vP or some other kind of functional aspectual projection dominating 

the VP proper. The second issue concerns the morphological make-up of “simple future” and 

“periphrastic future” forms. Simple future forms are morphologically speaking perfective 

forms of present tense. However, it is not a trivial task to establish what is what in 

morphologically complex “periphrastic future” forms consisting of two parts: będzie and l-

participle (or infinitive). What is będzie? There are two facts which indicate that będzie is a 

perfective form of the verb ‘be’. First, it originates from the perfective present tense paradigm 

of the Old Church Slavonic verb byti ‘to be’ (van Schooneveld 1951). Second, it can be 

argued that perfective/imperfective morphological opposition demonstrated by the majority 

verbs in Polish is also realized in the case of the verb ‘be’; cf. (5). 

 

(5)  a. pisze       vs.  napisze        

write.prs.impf.3sg    write.prs.perf.3sg   

‘s/he writes/is writing’    ‘s/he will write’   

b. jest    vs.  będzie 

be.prs.impf.3sg                 be.prs.perf.3sg 

‘s/he is’      ‘s/he will be’ 

What is the status of the l-participle? The l-participle can be used in a variety of environments 

in Polish: “future constructions”; cf. (6a), “past constructions”; cf. (6b), “counterfactual 

conditional constructions”; cf. (6c), “subjunctive constructions”; cf. (6d). 

 

(6)  a. będzie jadł ‘be.prs.perf.3sg eat.prt.impf.sg.m’ ( ‘He will be eating.’ / ‘He will eat.’) 

  b. jadł ‘eat.prt.impf.3sg.m’ ( ‘He ate. / ‘He was eating.’)  

  c. jadłby ‘eat.prt.impf.3sg.m + COND’ ( ‘He would eat.’)  

  d. Maria  chce,  żeby   on  więcej  jadł. 

 Mary wants  that+SUBJ  he  more  eat.prt.impf.3sg.m 

 ( ‘‘Mary wants that he eat more.’ / ‘Mary wants him to eat more.’) 
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Hence, it seems reasonable to assume that the l-participle is a completely tenseless form. 
 

2.2. Semantic differences between the “future forms” in Polish 

 

One of the assumptions made in the previous section was that both “simple future” (1a) and 

“periphrastic future” (1b) contain perfective aspect and present tense morphology. Given that 

language usually does not “like” redundancy, the question that arises concerns the difference 

in meaning/use between “simple future” (1a) and “periphrastic future” (1b). The answer to 

this question is not trivial. Given what we know about languages possessing more than one 

future marker (e.g. East Javanese), one might expect that there is (a kind of) a clear-cut 

semantic distinction between individual future constructions. For example, one future marker 

in East Javanese conveys intention while another future marker in this language seems to 

express prediction (see Van der Klok 2010). However, the situation in Polish seems to be 

more complicated because both simple and periphrastic futures are compatible with a variety 

of contexts. For example, both forms can express intention and prediction; cf. (7) and (8). 

 

(7) a. Obiecuję,   że  ci   jutro   pomogę. 

 promise.prs.1sg  that you.dat  tomorrow help.prs.perf.1sg  

 ‘I promise to help you tomorrow.’ (‘I promise that I will help you tomorrow.’) 

 b. Obiecuję,   że  ci  jutro   będę   pomagał  

 promise.prs.1sg  that you.dat tomorrow be.prs.perf.1sg   help.prt.impf.sg.m 

przez cały dzień w sprzątaniu.  

 for whole day in cleaning 

 ‘I promise to help you the whole day tomorrow with cleaning.’ (‘I promise that I will  

 help you the whole day tomorrow to do cleaning.’) 

 
(8) a. Patrz   na  jego  twarz.  Zaraz   się  rozpłacze.  

 look.imp.2sg  at  his  face immediately refl  burst-into-tears.prs.perf.3sg

 ‘Look at his face. He is going to/will burst into tears right now.’ 

 b. Patrz   na  jego  twarz.  Zaraz   będzie  płakał.  

 look.imp.2sg  at  his  face immediately be.prs.perf.3sg  cry.prt.impf.sg.m 

 ‘Look at his face. He is going to/will cry right now.’ 

 

In spite of the fact that the distribution of “simple future” and “periphrastic future” is not 

complementary, there seem to be contexts in which there is a clear contrast/difference in 

meaning between the two future constructions. The first difference in meaning of “simple 

future” and “periphrastic future” forms can be observed in ‘warning contexts’ presented in 

(9a) and (9b): 

 
(9)  a. Uwaga,  spadniesz!  

  caution   fall-down.prs.perf.2sg   

  ‘Be careful/Watch out: You are going to fall down (otherwise)!’  

  (warning – the hearer can still do something to prevent falling) 

  b. Uwaga,  będziesz  spadał! 

  caution  be.prs.perf.2sg  fall-down.prt.impf.sg.m   

  ‘Caution: you will be falling down (now).’ (‘Caution: you are now beginning to fall 

  down.’) 

  (announcement – the falling is prearranged) 

In (9a) “simple future” expresses a strong warning and it implies that the hearer can still do 

something to prevent the action of falling. In other words, the action of falling in (9a) is not 
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prearranged at the moment of speaking. By contrast, the “periphrastic future” used in a 

warning context in (9b) announces an action which is already settled at the moment of 

speaking. (9b) would most likely be used by a bungee jumping instructor talking to someone 

who is  just about to jump. Native speakers of Polish share a strong intuition that the 

difference beween (9a) and (9b) is not aspectual but rather there is a difference in whether the 

future eventuality is settled or not at the moment of speaking.  
 

The second semantic contrast between “simple future” and “periphrastic future” forms can be 

observed in ‘question contexts’ presented in (10a) and (10b): 

 
(10)  a. Kto  naprawi   mi  samochód?  

 who repair.prs.perf.3sg me.dat car.acc   

 ‘Who will repair my car?’ 

 (the decision is to be made) 

  b. Kto  będzie   mi  naprawiał   samochód?  

 who be.prs.perf.3sg  me.dat  repair.prt.impf.sg.m car.acc  

 ‘Who will be repairing my car?’ 

 (the speaker has already decided that somebody will be repairing his/her car; the  

 question is who is going to do it) 

 

In (10a), in which “simple future” is used, we actually ask two questions: who will perform a 

future action and whether the future action will take place at all. It is not certain at the 

moment of asking whether the action of repairing a car will take place in the future or not. 

(10a) does not presuppose the existence of a plan of a future action. On the other hand, the 

question with the “periphrastic future” in (10b) contains one question: who will perform a 

future action. In (10b) it is certain that someone will be repairing my car but it is still 

unknown who it will be. This happens so because (10b) presupposes the existence of a plan 

of a future action. Interestingly, this contrast is made sharper when we change these questions 

into negative-bias questions such as those in (10’): 
 

(10') a. Kto   mi         kiedykolwiek naprawi               takie stare zardzewiale auto?  
 Who  me.dat  ever          repair.prs.perf.3sg  such old     rusty  car.acc   

 Oczywiście, że nikt. 

 Of course that nobody 
‘Who will ever repair such an old rusty car? Nobody, of course.’ 
 

b.  #Kto   mi         kiedykolwiek będzie               naprawiał                takie stare  
 Who     me.dat  ever                 be.prs.perf.3sg   repair.prt.impf.sg.m   such old         

              zardzewiałe auto?   Oczywiście, że nikt. 

   rusty            car.acc    of course that nobody 
  ‘Who will ever repair such an old rusty car? Nobody, of course.’ 

 

Given that only a "simple future" form implies that it is not certain at the moment of asking 

whether the action of repairing a car will take place in the future or not, it should be 

acceptable in a negative-bias question in which the implication is that the future event will 

never take place. This prediction is borne out, as shown in (10’a). On the other hand, a 

"periphrastic future" form implies that it is certain that someone will be repairing my car due 

to the existence of a plan of this future action. This means that a “periphrastic future” form 

should be incompatible with a negative-bias question which implies that nobody will ever 
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repair such an old rusty car. In fact, “periphrastic future” sounds awkward when used in a 

negative-bias context, as shown in (10’b).  

 The third semantic contrast between “simple future” and “periphrastic future” forms 

can be observed in ‘offering contexts’ (see Copley 2002, 2009) presented in (11a) and (11b): 

 
(11)  a. Jeśli  chcesz,   nasza  firma     naprawi         ci   samochód. 

 if want.prs.2sg our    company   repair.prs.perf.3sg  you.dat car.acc  

 ‘If you want, our company will repair your car.’ 

  b. #Jeśli  chcesz,              nasza firma  będzie   ci    naprawiać       samochód.  

 if want.prs.2sg our company be.prs.perf.3sg  you.dat  repair.inf.impf car.acc 

 ‘#If you want, our company will repair your car.’  

 (implausible under an episodic reading but okay under a habitual reading) 

 

Only “simple future” forms are suitable in such contexts since offering entails that the 

decision as to a future action has not been made yet; cf. (11a). By contrast, “periphrastic 

future” is not suitable in offering contexts under an episodic interpretation because będzie-

constructions presuppose that the decision has been made earlier and the hearer has no say on 

the offered issue, which explains the implausibility of the context in (11b). The action being 

offered cannot be itself already prearranged at the moment of speaking because the hearer, to 

whom the offer is made, should still have a chance to decide whether he or she wants the 

offer to be realized in the future, as is the case in (11a) but not in (11b). 

 The fourth contrast in the meaning of “simple future” and “periphrastic future” forms 

arises in idiomatic ‘I cannot believe that’ contexts (see Copley 2002, 2009) presented in (12a) 

and (12b):
3
 

 
(12)  a. Nie  chce  mi  się  wierzyć,  

 not  wants  me.dat  refl  believe.inf  

 że  Janek  wykona   tak  odpowiedzialne  zadanie. 

 that  John fulfil.prs.perf.3sg so responsible  task   

 ‘I cannot believe that John will fulfill/perform such a responsible task.’ 

 (#‘I am amazed that John will fulfill/perform such a responsible task.’) 

 (only literal meaning, no idiomatic meaning)  

  b. Nie  chce  mi  się  wierzyć,  

 not  wants  me.dat  refl  believe.inf  

 że  Janek  będzie    wykonywał         tak odpowiedzialne zadanie. 

 that  John be.prs.perf.3sg  fulfil.prt.impf.sg.m   so responsible task   

 ‘I cannot believe that John will be fulfilling/performing such a responsible task.’ 

 (‘I am amazed that John will be fulfilling such a responsible task.’) 

 (literal meaning + idiomatic meaning)  

 

In (12a), “simple future” is incompatible with an idiomatic use of I cannot believe that 

meaning ‘I am amazed that’ since one can only be amazed by something which is already 

presupposed to be true, i.e., by something which is preplanned or prearranged and “simple 

future” is not compatible with contexts which express prearranged actions. On the other hand, 

“periphrastic future” in (12b) is compatible with an idiomatic use of I cannot believe that 

meaning ‘I am amazed that’ since “periphrastic future” can express prearranged actions. All 

these observations lead to a conclusion that (i) periphrastic future is preferably used to express  

                                                 
3
 Both “simple” and “periphrastic” futures are compatible with a literal use of I cannot believe that, in which 

they both mean that the speaker does not believe that the action will take place at all. 
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future actions which are settled at the moment of speaking; (ii) simple is preferably used to express  

future events which are not settled at the moment of speaking. 

 

3. Putting the pieces of the puzzle together 

 

3.1. Perfective aspect and its role in expressing future time reference 

 

In section 2.1, it was demonstrated that both “simple” and “periphrastic” future constructions 

contain present tense and perfective aspect. Obviously, it is the combination of present tense 

morphology and perfective aspect which gives us future reference since present tense 

morphology alone can only refer to present time (cf. the contrast between (13a) and (13b)). In 

contrast, perfective present tense can only refer to future, as this form cannot be used in a 

context which implies that the eventuality is taking place at the moment of speaking or was 

taking place in the past. (cf. (14a) and (14b) respectively). Finally, perfective aspect without 

present tense morphology does not have any future time reference; cf. (15). 

 
(13)  a. Ewa  robi    porządki.  

 Eve do.prs.impf.3.sg cleaning  

 ‘Eve is cleaning.’ 

 ‘*Eve will be cleaning.’  

 

  b. Ewa  robi    jutro  porządki.  

 Eve do.prs.impf.3.sg tomorrow cleaning  

 ‘Eve is cleaning tomorrow.’ 

 

(14)  a. *Obserwuję,                  jak  Ewa  zrobi        porządki.  

   Observe.prs.impf.1sg how Eve             do.prs.perf.3.sg      cleaning  

 ‘*I am observing how Eve will be cleaning.’ 

       b. *Obserwowałam,            jak   Ewa  zrobi                         porządki. 

               Observe.prt.impf.1sg  how Eve  do.prs.perf.3.sg      cleaning  

 ‘*I was observing how Eve will be cleaning.’ 

 

(15)  a. Ewa  zrobiła    porządki.  

 Eve do.prt.perf.sg.f  cleaning  

 ‘Eve cleaned / has cleaned.’   

   b. *Ewa  zrobiła   jutro  porządki.  

 Eve do.prt.perf.sg.f  tomorrow cleaning  

‘*Eve has cleaned tomorrow.’ 

 

There exists independent evidence that the combination of present tense and perfective aspect 

(in periphrasitic constructions) is sufficient to trigger future time reference; cf. (16). 

 
(16)  a. Muszę  myć                 tę klatkę schodową za karę.  

 must.1sg clean.impf       this staircase.acc        as punishment  

 ‘I have to clean this staircase as a punishment.’  

(‘I am cleaning a staircase because I have to.’)   present reading 

       b. Muszę              umyć            tę klatkę schodową za karę. 

            must.1sg clean.perf     this staircase.acc     as punishment  

 ‘I have to clean this staircase as a punishment.’  

(‘I will clean a staircase because I have to.’)   future reading 
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The only formal difference between (16a) and (16b) is the aspectual form of an infinitival 

complement of a present tense modal verb. This difference results in a semantic contrast. 

(16a) means by default (when no adverbial modifiers are used) that a speaker is cleaning a 

staircase at the moment of speaking because it is his or her obligation. On the other hand, 

(16b) means that a speaker will clean a staircase after the moment of speaking because he or 

she has such an obligation at the moment of speaking. This points to a conclusion that 

perfective aspect has the function of forward-shifting of the reference time (see Condoravdi 

2001).
4
 A relevant question that arises at this point is how future reference is derived in 

“simple” and “periphrastic future” forms? Is it derived in the same manner in both cases? 

 

3.2. The function of ‘będzie’ in deriving future time reference and its interaction with the l-

participle (infinitive) in the periphrastic future 

 

In this study, it is argued that będzie is a semi-lexical (semi-functional) verb. Being semi-

functional będzie (present tense perfective BE) only forward-shifts the reference time and 

locates it right after the speech time. Being semi-lexical będzie (BE) introduces a state. 

Notice that in Polish będzie means ‘will be’. We would like to suggest that będzie does not 

introduce its own eventuality argument. The only eventuality argument in the whole 

periphrastic future form is introduced by a lexical complement. One may ask at this point 

how it is possible that będzie introduces a state but it does not introduce an eventuality 

argument. In a neo-Davidsonian paradigm the assumption is that any verbal predicate 

(including states) has an underlying Davidsonian event argument. However, Maienborn 

(2001, 2004) argues that two kinds of states should be distinguished. While verbs such as sit, 

stand, sleep refer to eventualities in the sense of Davidson (= Davidsonian states), the states 

denoted by such stative verbs like know, weigh,and own, as well as any combination of 

copula plus predicate are of a different ontological type (= Kimian states). Maienborn argues 

that Kimian states do not introduce a typical eventuality argument but rather they introduce a 

referential argument for a temporally bound property exemplification. Summarizing the 

above discussion, będzie introduces a state but essentially it does not introduce an event 

argument, hence the only role of perfective aspect on będzie is to forward-shift a reference 

time and to locate it after the speech time. Perfective aspect does not have any lexical access 

to an eventuality argument, hence it does not have any other semantic effect. Since będzie 

denotes a state BE which is durative it can only be complemented with [+durative] 

eventualities, i.e., states and processes. Since states and processes are compatible only with 

imperfective aspect, we expect będzie to select a [+imperfective] complement. This 

expectation is corroborated by the examples in (17). 

 

(17) a.   będzie   jadł                       / jeść             imperfective 

 be.prs.perf.3sg    eat.prt.impf.sg.m  / eat.inf.impf 

  ( ‘He/she will eat / will be eating.’ 

  b.   * będzie   zjadł                       / zjeść             perfective 

be.prs.perf.3sg    eat.prt.perf.sg.m  / eat.inf.perf 

 

                                                 
4
 Perfective verb in the past tense also forward shifts the reference time. Perfective aspect usually introduces 

events into discourse. Kamp and Reyle (1993) claim that event clauses update the current reference time, and 

therefore give rise to sequential relation, as presented in (i): (i) My friend picked up my glove (e1), crossed the 

ice rink (e2) and gave it to me (e3) smiling. 
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In Polish, będzie can be followed only by an imperfective lexical verb, which takes the form 

of either an l-participle or an infinitive
5
. The l-participle (infinitive) introduces an eventuality 

argument. It provides the lexical content specifying the meaning of the [+durative] 

complement of the stative BE. The selectional properties of będzie are in fact expected in our 

account since we assume that będzie heads a semi-functional projection right above the 

lexical verbal projection. The whole periphrastic future form ends up being durative as a 

result of which it can be modified only by ‘for an hour’ but not by ‘in an hour’ adverbials e.g. 

Jan będzie jadł godzinę/*w godzinę ‘John will be eating for an hour/*in an hour’. The 

interaction between będzie and the l-participle/infinitive can be understood as schematically 

represented in (18): 

 
(18) będzie    l-participle/infinitive 

 semi-functional   lexical content of the eventuality /introducing e-argument 

 BE (state)   [+durative]  unbounded event 

 forward-shifting   states / processes 

 of the reference time 

           

      perfecive    imperfective 

 

3.3. Interaction of perfective aspect and present tense in expressing future time reference in 

“simple future” constructions in Polish 

 

“Simple future” forms obviously differ from “periphrastic future” forms in that they do not 

contain any be-auxiliary. Consequently, perfective aspect is marked directly on the main verb 

and because of this it has a direct access to the event argument introduced by the lexical verb 

and to the lexical content of the event denoted by the verb. In addition, perfective aspect 

forward-shifts the reference time of the event and it situates it after the speech time just as it 

happens in the case of będzie in “periphrastic future” constructions. In contrast to 

“periphrastic future” constructions, in the case of “simple future” there is no stative BE. 

Operating directly on a lexical verb, the perfective aspect can develop its usual meaning. 

More specifically, it locates the temporal trace of an eventuality argument within the forward-

shifted reference time. The role of perfective aspect in deriving future time reference in 

“simple future” constructions is schematically presented in (19): 

 

(19) perfective    lexical verb 

 forward-shifting                lexical content of the eventuality /introducing e-argument 

 of the reference time  [-durative]  bounded event 

                             

         Perfective 

 

Given that in “periphrastic future” the state denoted by BE is coextensive with the reference 

time and it is complemented by a [+durative] ([+unbounded]) eventuality and (i.e., the point 

                                                 
5
 The choice of an infinitive or an l-participle as a complement in a periphrastic future form does not cause any 

semantic difference. The only formal difference between a periphrastic future form with an infinitive and the 

one with an l-participle is that only the latter marks gender agreement on its complements. 
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of speech and the beginning of the reference within which the state BE + a durative 

eventuality is situated may abut), we predict that the “periphrastic future” but not “simple 

future” should be compatible with a ‘still’ context. This prediction is fulfilled, as shown in 

(20a). By contrast, “simple future” is not compatible with a ‘still’ context, as shown in (20b), 

because either the focus is on the final boundary (and hence there has to be a gap between the 

utterance time, which is an instant, and the final point of an event), or the change of state is 

implied, hence it cannot serve as a natural (“seemingly temporally uninterrupted”) 

continuation of a situation which is going on at the point of utterance. By contrast in the case 

of the periphrastic future, the eventuality it describes can but does not have to be understood 

as an uninterrupted continuation of the present eventuality. 

 
(20) a. Janek  czyta                       gazetę        i      nadal będzie               ją   czytał.   

 John    read.prs.impf.3sg   newspaper and  still     be.prs.perf.3sg  it   read.prt.impf.sg.m 

‘John is reading a newspaper and he will still be reading it.’ 

 b. *Janek  czyta                      gazetę         i     nadal   ją    przeczyta.    

 John    read.prs.impf.3sg   newspaper and  still       it    read.prs.perf.3sg 

  ‘*John is reading a newspaper and he will still have read it.’ 

 

3.4. Towards explaining the semantic difference between “simple” and “periphrastic future” 

forms  in Polish 

 

The intermediary conclusion reached in section 2.2 was that only “periphrastic future” but not 

“simple future” is compatible with contexts in which the future action is settled, 

predetermined at the moment of speaking. This conclusion is actually expected in the 

proposed account. Why? In the contexts in which “simple future” is good (i.e., warning 

contexts or offering contexts) there is still a possibility of intervention (the future action can 

be prevented or changed). In other words, there is still time between the speech time and the 

final (or the initial) boundary of the future event. This corresponds to the fact that “simple 

future” focuses either on the final or the initial boundary of an event, signalling a change of 

state, so there is “enough” time (i.e., there exists an interval) between the moment of 

speaking and the point of change of state during which possible changes can occur. Simple 

future forms are less compatible with contexts in which a future eventuality forms an 

immediate causal chain between a plan made at the moment of speaking and a future 

outcome. In “periphrastic future” the beginning of the reference time within which a durative 

state BE + predicative content [+unbounded] is situated can be located immediately after the 

moment of speaking, therefore there is “not enough” time (i.e., the time interval between the 

moment of speaking and beginning of the state BE + predicative content [+unbounded]) to 

prevent or change the future event. As a result, “periphrastic future” is more compatible with 

contexts, which announce a settled, prearranged or predetermined event, idiomatic ‘I can’t 

believe’ contexts) because their semantics allows a speaker to express the fact that they form 

an immediate causal link between a plan made at the moment of speaking and the future 

outcome. In other words, only periphrastic future forms can be used in contexts in which 

there is seemingly no temporal gap between the moment of speaking and the beginning of a 

future eventuality and this makes them more suitable for the expression of the immediate 

causal relation between a plan made at the moment of speaking and a future eventuality 

which is a realization of this plan. Essentially, we do not want to say that periphrastic future 

forms in Polish presuppose the existence of a plan. All we want to say is that these forms are 

more compatible with contexts in which there exists a plan or in which a future eventuality is 

settled/predetermined. 
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3.5. The problem of Slovenian  

 

Recall the contrast concerning the incompatibility of będzie and perfective complement 

pointed out in section 3.3 and repeated here for convenience as (21). 

 

(21) a.   będzie   jadł                       / jeść              imperfective 

  be.prs.perf.3sg    eat.prt.impf.sg.m  / eat.inf.impf 

 ( ‘He/she will eat / will be eating.’) 

b.   * będzie   zjadł                       / zjeść              perfective 

 be.prs.perf.3sg    eat.prt.perf.sg.m  / eat.inf.perf 

 

In the proposed analysis, we explained this by assuming that będzie is a semi-lexical verb 

whose lexical content is reduced just to BE. By virtue of denoting a STATE it is only 

compatible with [+unbounded] predicates. This selectional property of będzie also follows 

from its low position in the syntactic tree. On the basis of the evidence discussed in section 

1.1 (recall the negation facts) we assumed that będzie heads a semi-functional projection 

immediately above the VP proper and as such it can select [+unbounded] complement. Given 

this we would expect that in other (Slavic) languages which have an element corresponding 

to the Polish będzie the following should be true:  

 

(22) a. będzie + imperfective     

 b. będzie + perfective    

 

However, there is one language which does not fulfill this expectation, namely Slovenian. In 

Slovenian it is possible to use a perfective verb in combination with the “future auxiliary”, 

which directly resembles the Polish będzie; cf. (23). 

 
(23) a. bom   pohavalil  

be.prs.1sg  praise.prt.perf.sg.m  

‘I shall praise.’ 

 b. bom + perfective               (contra (22b)) 

 

There are reasons to believe that the Slovenian equivalent of the Polish będzie is not exactly 

the same element. According to Whaley (2000), the Slovene bo + l-participle stems from the 

Old Slavic Future Perfect; in contrast, the infinitival be-future (like that one in Polish or 

Russian) cannot be linked to the Common Slavic future perfect. It thus followed a different 

path of development. The participial future is rarely attested in the earliest Polish texts, which 

might suggest that we are dealing here with an innovative construction. Next to these 

diachronic facts, there is syntactic evidence related to the position of negation in Polish and 

Slovenian which indicates that the the Slovenian equivalent of the Polish będzie is different. 

At first glance it seems that there is no difference between Polish and Slovenian as negation 

in both cases precedes the BE-auxiliary; cf. (24). However, it is a standard assumption in 

Slavic linguistics that there is a difference in the position of negation (NegP) in the syntactic 

tree between Polish and Slovenian (see Rivero 1991, Borsley and Rivero 1994); cf. (25). 

Unlike będzie in Polish, which is a VP-related semi-functional element (“low auxiliary”), bo 

in Slovenian is a TP-related functional element (“higher auxiliary”). The future auxiliary in 

Slovenian is a second position clitic (see Franks and Holloway King 2000, Migdalski 2010). 
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(24)  a. Janez  ne  bo  pisal.      Slovenian 

 Janez NEG BE-aux  write.prt.impf.sg.m 

 ‘Janez will not write.’ (‘Janez will not be writing.’) 

   b. Jan  nie  będzie  pisał.      Polish 

 Jan NEG BE-aux  write.prt.impf.3sg.m 

 ‘Jan will not write.’ (‘Jan will not be writing.’) 

 

(25)  a. NegP > TP > VP       Slovenian 

  b. TP > NegP > VP       Polish 

 

The question which arises now is exactly what kind of element the Slovenian bo is. We 

assume that unlike the Polish będzie, the Slovenian bo is a functional element. Just like other 

tense auxiliaries, bo in Slovenian has just a temporal function (in this case that of locating the 

reference time after speech time). The whole aspectual distinctions/interpretational 

differences in “periphrastic future” constructions in Slovenian are due to the aspectual 

marking on l-participle; cf. (26) (due to Franc Marušić (p.c.)). 

 

(26)  a. Pismo bom  pisal    3 ure    / *v 3 ure. 

 letter be.aux.prs.3sg write.prt.imp.sg.m  3 hours  /*in 3 hours 

 ‘I’ll write the letter for three hours.’ 

  b. Pismo bom  napisal    v 3 ure   / *3 ure. 

 letter be.aux.prs.3sg write.prt.perf.sg.m  in 3 hours  / *3 hours 

  ‘I’ll write the letter in three hours.’ 

 

Being purely functional, bo does not have the lexical content of the stative BE. Therefore, it 

does not need to take a specific complement: both [+unbounded] and [bounded] complements 

are allowed. Moreover, the Slovenian BE-aux, which lacks the lexical content, might co-

occur with another BE (the lexical BE spelling out the lower part of the tree). This is 

completely unacceptable in Polish; cf. (27) (due to Frank Marušić (p.c.)) and (28). 

 

(27) a. bom   bil        Slovenian 

  be.aux.1.sg be.prt.sg.m 

  ‘I will be.’ 

 b. *będę   był   /         * będę  być   Polish 

  be.aux.1.sg be.prt.sg.m  be.aux.1.sg be.inf 

  (intended: ‘I will be’) 

(28) a. bo BE    Slovenian  

 b. będzie BE    Polish   

 

Another relevant observation is that in Polish it is possible to complement the BE-aux in 

“periphrastic future” by an imperfective infinitive (instead of the l-participle). This seems to 

be even the older form (according to Whaley 2000). This makes będzie similar to the so-

called ‘phase’ verbs like, for instance, ‘to begin’, ‘to finish’, etc. which also take imperfective 

infinitival complement in Polish; cf. (29). Such ‘phase’ verbs are also sort of semi-functional 

(semi-lexical) elements whose function is to indicate the beginning or the end of an event 

(see also Veselovska 1995). 
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(29)  a. będzie  pisać 

  be.aux.3.sg write.inf.impf 

  ‘(s)he will write’ ((s)he will be writing’) 

  b. zacznie  pisać 

  begin.3.sg write.inf.impf 

  ‘(s)he will begin to write’ 

 

The difference between future constructions in Slovenian and Polish is schematically 

summarised in (30). 

 

(30)  a. Polish 

 “periphrastic future” 

 

 TP     [“AspP” + “VP”] 

 
Moment of speech   będzie   

      present perfective 

      forward-shifting  

of the reference time 

t0  >   t1 

 

      semi-lexical  lexical 

      state BE   the [+unbounded] complement 

         of BE (states and processes)

          

         [imperfective]  

          morphology 

 

“simple future” 

 

 TP     [“AspP” + “VP”] 

 
Moment of speech      

      present perfective 

      forward-shifting  

of the reference time 

t0  >   t1 

 

         lexical 

         the [+bounded] event 

 

         [perfective]  

          morphology 
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b. Slovenian 

 “periphrastic future” 

 

 TP     [“AspP” + “VP”] 

 bo 

 
 

R(eference) time    

after the U(tterance) time   perfective 

U < R     E(event) is properly  

included  

in the R(eference) time. 

     E  R 

 

impefective 

      R(eference) time is  

properly included  

in the running  

time of the E(event). 

R  E 

 

 

         lexical 

         [bounded] event  

             

        [perfective]   

         morphology 

 

Final conclusion: 

 

Coming back to the initial question: how much “tense” or more specifically how much 

“future tense” is there really in “future forms” in Polish?, the answer seems to be as follows: 

even though the Polish “future forms” do not contain any TP-related (temporal / future) 

auxiliary, they are not completely tense-less since both the “periphrastic” and the “simple” 

future consist of a present tense element (the semi-lexical/semi-functional będzie in the 

former case and a lexical verb in the latter case) which in combination with perfective aspect 

gives rise to future time reference.  
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